
Adventure awaits. Where will you go?



Portable

Remove the battery.

Raise the lever under the seat.

Pull the seat upwards.

Pull the lever on the side of the
battery toward you to separate 
the parts.

Adventure awaits.
Where will you go?
Designed for the world you live in, 
the WHILL Model C2 brings you 
there with the confidence you 
deserve.

It’s time to challenge the 
perception of what a mobility 
device can be.

Disassembles in four easy steps.

The WHILL Model C2 can be disassembeled 
for easy transportation in the trunk of any car.  
Whether you’re shopping on the weekend or 
traveling with your family, the WHILL Model 
C2 allows you to live life to the fullest.

*Model C2 is not to be used as a seat while it is being transported.
The information contained herein is correct at the time of printing, and we reserve the right to alter 
specifications without prior notice.



Turning Radius

The WHILL Model C2 can make tight turns, 
allowing you to go places that a typical 
scooter can't take you.

29.9”

5
hour charge 2 

6.0 lbs

Effortlessly climb over obstacles up to 
2” in height with two powerful motors 
and large front omni-wheels.

The battery can be removed and 
charged in a regular household outlet.

Omni-Wheel
Patented 
omni-wheels 
allow you to turn  
on a dime.

”

11.2 miles** / 18 km

Features and Functions

Drive straight on a tilted path.

The controller can be positioned on 
the left or rigth side.

Drive remotely, lock/unlock, and 
manage speed settings via the WHILL 
smartphone app.

**Note: Driving range of 11.2 miles 
will vary due to user weight, drive 
surface, terrain, ambient 
temperature, speed setting, and 
battery charge and condition.



Choose from 6 different arm color options and customize the
WHILL Model C2 to match your personal style.

White Black Light Green

Red Blue Pink

Specifications

**Acceleration and/or deceleration may 
change when driving on steep slopes.

Customization

Color Options

38.8” 21.7”*

29.3”

Driving Range

Max Incline

Turning Radius

Controller Height

Seat Height

Up to 11.2 Miles

10°

29.9”

Device Length

Seat Sizes

38.8”

16” /18” /20”

26.4” /27.2” /28.0” /28.7”

15.9” - 19.1”

Back Support Angle 90° /95° /100°

Maximum Speed**

Obstacle Clearance

Charge Time

Weight Capacity

Suspension

App Enabled

Swappable Arm
Covers

Battery

5 MPH

2”

Air Travel Approved

Water Resistant

Yes

IPX4

~ 5 hours

Up to 300 lbs

4 Wheel Independent

Yes, with remote control

6 colors

*Overall Width

Weight

21.8” /23.6” /25.6”

114.4 /116 /116.4 LB
Li-ion/6 lbs

Controller 
Cover◊

Arm Pads◊ Side Bag◊

Accessories

Smart
Key

Joystick Walking Stick 
Holder

Adjustable
Foot Support

Waterproof 
Cover◊

◊ Non-medical options

740-00235

WHILL Inc.
303 Twin Dolphin Dr., 6th Floor, Redwood City, CA 94065
(844) 699-4455    us.info@whill.inc    www.whill.inc

Indications for Use: The intended use of the WHILL Model C2 powered wheelchair is to provide outdoor and 
indoor mobility to persons limited to a seated position that are capable of operating a powered wheelchair.

FDA Compliance: The WHILL Model C2 has received 510(k) 
clearance for marketing as a Class II medical device.

Wheelchair
Class: A


